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Abstract 
Characteristics of TE electromagnetic surface waves propagating in a nonlinear 
dielectric film bounded by a ferrite cover are examined theoretically.  A dispersion 
relation based on Jacobian Elliptic Functions is derived, which describes the behaviour 
of the nonreciprocal nonlinear waves. 
Keywords:  Nonlinear surface waves, ferrite, dispersion relation. 
 
  ملخص
في تركيب يحتوى على ) TE(يتناول البحث دراسة نظرية الخصائص انتشار الموجات الكهرومغناطسية 
 ىشتقت معادلة التشتت التي وجدت أنها تعتمد علاولقد  .شفافية من مادة عازلة غير خطية محاطة بمادة الفرايت
  .وغير متماثلة التي بدورها وصفت موجات غير خطية) Jacobian Function(دوال جاكوبي 
 
1. Introduction 
In several years, the investigation of nonlinear electromagnetic 
surface and guided waves in nonlinear wave guide structures has been 
advanced rapidly by many authors (1-10).  Recently, the propagation 
characteristics of nonlinear electromagnetic and magnetostatic surface 
waves in gyromagnetic (Ferrite materials) wave guide structure have 
been studied (10-17) as the microwave devices using ferrite materials have 
unique characteristics; non-reciprocity, and magnetic tenability (17-19). 
Potential applications of nonlinear electromagnetic waves in designing 
microwave solid state devices could be utilized by stimulating the study 
of dispersion relation and the power in a proposed ferrite layered 
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structure.  In this paper, we investigate theoretically the bahaviour of TE 
surface waves in a nonlinear dielectric film bounded by a gyromagnetic 
ferrite cover and a linear dielectric substrate. We derive an exact 
analytical dispersion equation. The layout of the paper is as follows; 
section two presents the basic equations of electric and magnetic fields 
components in each layer of wave guide structure.  In section 3, we 
derive the dispersion equations.  In section 4, we compute, illustrate, 
discuss some numerical results and present our final conclusions.  
 
2. Theory 
The analytical model of wave-guide structure is shown in Fig.1.  A 
static biasing magnetic field H0 is applied in the +y direction. We assume 
that the finite nonlinear film occupies the region dz 0  bounded by 
the ferrite (YIG) cover of the space dz   and a semi-infinite linear 
dielectric substrate in the region z0. 
 
 
                                                                     





Figure (1): Analytical model of a layered structure and coordinate system 
The magnetic permeability tensor of the gyromagnetic ferrite cover is 
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Bxx i , ω is the angular 
frequency of the supported wave, 0000000  , , HH  Mm  is 
the applied magnetic field, 11111076.1  Ts  is the gyromagnetic 
ratio, 0 M0 is the dc saturation magnetization of the magnetic insulator 
and B has been introduced as the background, optical magnon 
permeability. It will be assumed that ferrite cover has frequency-
independent dielectric constant 1  and has value 1.  The dielectric 
function of the nonlinear dielectric medium is assumed to be Kerr-like, 
isotropic and depends on the electric field, then the dielectric function of 
a nonlinear film is characterized by (1-11): 
2
yyL
NL E  ,                                                                    (1b) 
where L is a frequency- dependent linear part,and  is a nonlinear 
coefficient. 
Only TE modes are going to be considered with propagation constant 
kx along the x-direction, and operating frequency . Electromagnetic 
fields are assumed to be 
 
 
  )( ,0 













Using Maxwell’s equations and following the usual derivation, then 
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kk x  , 2
1
coo
 , c  is the velocity of light, and 
kx= /c,E0 is the electric field in region 1 at z = 0 
2.2 In nonlinear medium 
The components of electric and magnetic fields are closely follow 


























 , and p2 = (q2+k22)/22   
C2 is a constant that can be obtained from the boundary conditions. 
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2.3 In the ferrite cover 
The electric and magnetic fields components in the ferrite cover can 










where Ed denotes the electric field in region (3) at z= d, k3 = (kx
2-
2v2/c2) andv= (xx2+xz2)/xx, which is the effective permeability. 
 
3. Dispersion Equations 
Matching the field components Hx , H z and Ey at the boundaries, z =  
0 and z = d, the dispersion equations are: 
Where n1=ck1/, E0 and Ed are the values of the electric field at the lower 
and upper boundaries of the film, respectively. This equation (13) is 
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 (nx, E02/2, , D) = 0, 
where nx = ckx/ , D = d/c, and E02/2 is called the optical power 
density. 
The conditions for the existence of nonlinear surface waves, for the 
present study are nx2, 1, v 0 It is very clear that the dispersion 
equation displays non-reciprocal behavior which is very important in 
designing microwave devices since 
 (nx,  E02/2, , D)   (-nx, E02/2, , D) 
We examine the dispersion equation in the special case xz = 0 and 
xx = 1, we get, 
which is identical to the results obtained in (10). 
After some algebraic manipulations, the relation between E0
2 and Ed
2 
can be derived as 
 
4. Numerical Results, Discussions, and conclusions 
The derived nonlinear characteristic dispersion equation Eq. (13) has 
been computed and simulated numerically.  The results are presented in 
graphical form by using software mathematical program known as 
MAPLE V. In our computation, the data is used as reported by shabat (17), 
.rads 101.76  and 175.  , 25.1  , 5. 1-111oB
 TTMTH ooo   For 0v  , the range 
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fm=m/2, This gives result of values corresponds to frequencies 16.234 
GHz to 18.9 GHz. 
Figure 2 shows dispersion curves as E02/2 versus the effective wave 
index nx of Eq. (13) in both wave propagation directions, since (nx = + 1, 
nx = 1 for propagation in the forward direction, nx = -1 for the backward 
direction). Both curves represent the non-reciprocal behavior for different 
values of operating frequency.  These values are very important in 
computing the power flow in the wave guide structures which are now 
under consideration. The figure illustrates the dependence of the wave 
index of TEo waves on the optical power density at the lower boundary of 
the nonlinear layer. The curves are labeled with values of f: curves 1, 2, 3 
represent different frequency as 16.40GHz, 16.43GHz and 16.46GHz 
respectively. In addition the results of the present work exhibit that the power 
density depends strongly on the frequencies, it might be also used in 
designing and implementing integrated microwave devices based on non-
reciprocal behavior as isolators and switches. The curve of power density 
versus wave index decreased suddenly from high to lower point.    
Figure 3 describes the relation between the power density (E02/2) 
and the thickness of the film D for various values of frequency.  We 
notice that the nonlinearly increases in strength as the film thickness 
increases in the forward and backward wave direction.  Both figures also 
display non-reciprocal behavior. 
We proposed here a new approach describing a non- reciprocal 
behavior of nonlinear surface waves in a three–layer ferrite wave guide 
structure, which is very promising for designing future microwave 
devices.  
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Figure (2): Computed power density versus the effective mode index for 
various values of frequency. (a) Forward, (b) backward (=1.67x1011 rad.S-1T-1, 
0M0=0.175T, 0H0=0.5T,=1, 











Figure(3): Computed power density versus the film thickness for various 
values of the frequency, in two direction (a) forward (b) backward. 
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Appendix A 
We consider a thin, optically nonlinear, dielectric film sandwiched between 
semi-infinit linear dielectrics.  Only TE modes are going to be considered, and 
these propagate along the x axis with wave number kx and angular frequency .  
The electric and magnetic field component have the form  E= (0,Ey(z),0) 
exp(ikx-it) and H = (Hx(z),0,Hz(z)) exp(ikx-it). If the optical nonlinearity is of 
the kerr type, then the dielectric constant of the film is 2+ 2 E2 2 so that if Ei 
are taken to be real, then they must satisfy the equation: 
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Then Eq. (A.2) gives: 
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Appendix B 
 
The relationship between E0
2 and Eb
2 is derived mathematically with 
details as follows: 
Dividing both Eq’s. (A.8) And (A.9), we get; 
   






















Multiply Eq. (B.1) by 2α2 : 
 
       
     







































































Then, add   23113 2   to both sides of Eq. (B.3), we 
have: 
     
















Adding the term,  22222222 obob EEEE    in left-hand side of Eq. 
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     
     
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Appendix C 
 
The derivation of the constant C2 in both boundaries: 
(1) At z = o  
From Eq. (3.46) we have;   
   2222222222 CEEkE   
But  )exp( 1





1111  ,  kEEkEE    
Where yyy EEEE 
)2(
1
)1(    and         
And 2121   and       EEEE    
Then  
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Where Eo is the value of electric field at the lower boundary of the film 
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We drive mathematically the relationship between 20E and 
2
dE  as 
follow: 
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 Adding   23113 2  vv  to the both sides of Eq. (C.7) 
then the left-hand side of Eq. (C.7) becomes: 
     
















ovvdod EEEE  






2 odod EEEE    to the left-hand side, 
we obtain: 
     




























The above equation becomes: 
      1312222132222 2  vodvod EEEE  
Finally the Eq. (C.9) lead to: 
       
 
   
  
         
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, Equation (C.10) becomes: 
Dividing Eq. (C.11) by    23113 2  vv , we obtain:  
















































By using Eq. (C.12) we plot the relations between 22 oE  against 
2
2 dE . 
This (E0
2,Ed
2) relationship can be used to great effect in the nonlinear 
generalisation of the dispersion relationships of asymmetric and 
symmetric waveguides that are familiar from linear solid state optics. 
 
To find Eq(13) mahematically 
Applying the boundary conditions on E and H at both z = 0 and z=d 
we obtain: 
(C.12) 
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The boundary condition for the magnetic field at z = d is 
     
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 323 (8) 
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Using Jacobian Functions for Eq. (4.28) we get (12): 
 
)]z(d [qsn  ][qzsn  m1










 Substitute from Eq’s. (4.20), (4.22), (4.23), (4.24) and (4.25) in Eq. 

















































































































































































































then Eq. (4.30) becomes: 
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 , We get: 
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(12) 
